
 

Ottawa, 19 December 2011 
 
Council Members 
Graduate Student Association des étudiants diplômés (GSAÉD) 
University of Ottawa 
 

RE: Motion pertaining to the Disciplinary Committee 
 
Councillors, 

During its 29 November 2011 meeting, GSAÉD Council adopted the following: 

“Whereas GSAED student representative to the University of Ottawa Senate, Councillor Hickey, has published a public 
letter to the Fulcrum (vol 72, issue 7); 
Whereas said letter is signed “Joseph Hickey, Student representative to Senate, Faculty of Graduate Studies, Science 
section; 
Whereas said letter requests 2 payments of $7,100.68 from the University of Ottawa; 
BIRT the GSAED Council strike an unbiased Council Disciplinary Committee to investigate potential responses to J. 
Hickey’s letter, with recommendations due on the January 31st, 2012 Council meeting.” 
 

As noted by Councillor Hickey, this motion, or any other similar motion pertaining to the same issue, was not sent in the mail-

out GSAÉD sent to its Council members on 22 November, thus contravening to By-Law XXIV.5a, which explicitly requires that 

“[…] the motion must be included in the Council mail-out for the Council meeting at which the motion will be debated.” 

Therefore, such motion should have been ruled out of order at the 29 November Council meeting. Since its adoption did not 

fulfill the requirements needed under GSAÉD Constitution and By-Laws, it shall be voided.  

The motion can be brought up again at the next Council meeting, if the claimant wishes to do so, given that he shall send his 

motion to the Chair and the Internal Commissioner, both in charge of the mail-out, so that it is sent to Council members. This 

body will decide or not to strike a Disciplinary Committee to investigate the charges.  

As Councillor Hickey also noted, the motion should be more explicit on these charges. It would be up to the complainant and 

Council to make the motion more explicit. 

The Chair would like to take this opportunity to remind Council that the Chair’s duties are to make sure that GSAÉD 

Constitution, By-Laws, the Robert’s Rules of Order and other legal applicable principles are upheld. Advices may be sought, 

questions may be asked, points of order may be raised. Council takes decisions, and the Chair makes sure that these decisions 

are in line with the aforementioned principles. The latter are the Chair’s sole guidelines, and it shall remain so. 

It is thus highly inappropriate for any GSAÉD member to lobby the Chair, to personally attack the Chair or to make 

inappropriate suggestions regarding the motives of the Chair. Members are thus invited to refrain from such actions. 

I remain available for questions, advices and points you may have. 

Sincerely, 
 
Olivier Desharnais-Roy 
Council Chair, GSAÉD 


